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In this talk, I present a picture of my involvement and engagement with the HKEA(A) over a period of more
than 35 years. I outline my first contact with the HKEA in the early 1980s, after which I list the different roles
and tasks I have been engaged in with the HKEAA: from setter to subject officer to researcher to research
committee member. An examination of my own publications indicates that a lot of my own ‘success’ has come
from involvement with the HKEAA, with over a third of my publications being HKEAA-related in some way. I
describe three types of engagement with the HKEAA: (1) major project involvement, where the HKEAA has
supplied actual data; (2) ‘supporting’ use of data, where an HKEAA test is used as an anchor in a researcher’s
own test, for example; (3) background, or ‘sideline’, support, where the HKEAA helps to facilitate a project,
e.g., by sending out questionnaires to markers. I then give a picture of the key projects I have initiated with the
HKEAA, after which I give an example of each of the three types of engagement listed above. I close with the
observation that, unlike the old days, the HKEAA is now much more willing to open up its resources and data
to outside researchers and teachers – a situation which has the potential to have positive impact on learning and
teaching as well as on assessment practices. The HKEAA is a robust operation with integrity, and has nothing
to be afraid of or to hide. I therefore make a call for us to access what the HKEAA has to offer. Making use of
their data and acknowledging them is good for the reputation of all: the HKEAA’s, Hong Kong’s as well as our
own as researchers.
Key data / engagement / projects
Year
1989
1991
1992

Dataset
HKCE Writing scripts
MC grammar/usage
items
HKEAA English tests

1993
1993
19982001

UE Writing scripts
Listening items, cloze
LPATE (Eng lang
teacher standards test)

2002
2003
2006

HKCE Listening items
HKCE Oral test material
HKCE Writing scripts

500 items

2008

UE Writing scripts
Markers
HKALE Liberal Studies
scripts
Q’aires > all HKDSE
markers

100 scripts
30 markers
1,000 scripts (in
Chinese)
4,500 q’aires / all
HKDSE subjects

2009
2012

Size
1,500 scripts
700 items
All tests ever
produced
200 scripts
LPATE tests,
candidate data

3 topics x 300 scripts
per topic

Purpose
 effect of topic
 produce common scale
 test generator
 test production vehicle

Type
1
1
1













vocab size & ability
order of items
candidate data
test data, sample tests
video exemplars
CAT listening test
face masks in oral tests
computer rating of writing
genre analysis of writing
raw scores or logits
OSM issues

1
2
1





OSM / PBM
double marking
Marker reactions to OSM

1

1
2
1

3

3

Type
1 = Major project; 2 = ‘Supporting use’ of HKEAA material; 3 = ‘Facilitative’ support by the HKEAA

1

1991. All HKEAA MC items > CAT test, test generator

1992. All tests HKEAA ever produced > query engine

1993. UE Writing scripts

2

1998-2001. LPATE

2002. HKCE MC listening items > CAT test

2009. Liberal Studies > OSM / PBM, double marking

3

2006. HKCE Writing scripts > e-rating / genre analysis /

2012. OSM – Canvassing all markers
Ease of Use scale

Impact

4

Acceptance of OSM scale

